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'ABSTRACT 
This project is a survey on the future of Hong Kong as 
an international banking centre. More important is to 
discover ways to improve its competitiveness in order to 
sustain this position• 
The methodology used in this survey included a 
literature review, a mail questionnaire and several 
personal interviews with the foreign bankers in Hong Kong. 
In the assessment of the future role, foreign bankers' 
opinions are highlighted as they are at the very front-line 
of the business and have final says in deciding future 
moves. 
Results show that Hong Kong has an optimistic future 
as an international banking centre basically for two 
reasons: i) most of the important attributes had improved 
in recent years as perceived by the foreign bankers; and 
ii) over half of the respondents had expansion plans 
underway for their Hong Kong branches. 
The important attributes identified in the survey were 
mainly supply-side factors like communications, sound 
systems and availability of expertise. Trade financing and 
project financing were major business potentials as 
perceived by the foreign bankers. The foreign bankers were 
sticking to the knitting, i.e. corporate banking or 
investment banking, in pursuing their expansion strategies 
in Hong Kong. 
What remains to be critical is the China's economic 
reform policy. Though unable to master the China issue, 
this project concludes that Hong Kong can improve its 
competitiveness with a more mature regulatory framework and 
better training for the financial personnel. These will at 
least help Hong Kong to capture the opportunities in 
investment banking and private banking. Otherwise, the 
future will be less optimistic no matter where China goes. 
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1,1 General Background 
Ever since a hundred years ago. Hong Kong has been 
experiencing rapid economic growth. In a study of the 
hierarchical structure of international banking centres and 
international financial centres from the beginning of this 
century. Reed [1981] ranked Hong Kong as the fourth largest 
international banking centre in the year 1900^. 
In the early 80s, Hong Kong was the third largest 
banking centre, just behind New York and London. Although 
Hong Kong is losing ground to Tokyo as an international 
financial centre in recent years, it is still an important 
regional financial centre complementary to Tokyo, which 
represents the largest economic force in the late 80s and 
early 90s. 
Apart from Tokyo, Singapore is also catching up 
rapidly in the development of financial markets under 
strong government encouragement. Formerly closed 
economies, like Taiwan, are also gradually liberalizing 
their financial systems. One the other hand. Hong Kong 
Reed, H.C., The Preeminence of International 




itself is haunted by the 1997 issue. Some financial 
institutions even move their regional headquarters out of 
m 
the territory in face of political uncertainty. 
« 
With the approach of the 1997 issue and increasing 
competition from neighboring economies like Singapore and 
Taiwan, it is time to re-evaluation Hong Kong's status as 
an international banking centre in face of these new 
challenges. 
1.2 Scope of Study 
This project is a study of the Hong Kong‘s status as 
an international banking centre. Although the banking 
sector includes other institutions like restricted licensed 
banks, deposit-taking companies (DTCs) and representative 
offices^, this project will only focus on licensed banks 
which are incorporated outside Hong Kong. 
The scope of study consists of the business scope of 
foreign banks in Hong Kong, the attractiveness and 
perspectives of Hong Kong as an international banking 
centre. Although this topic has been rather fully studied 
by others, this research addresses the issue from the 
perspectives of the foreign bankers in Hong Kong. Since 
they are at the very front-line of the business, their 
opinions will be determining for the future development. 
The key success factors will be analyzed using the Dynamic 
Diamond model of Michael Porter. 
2. See Appendix I for a review of the banking system 




1-3 Objectives of Study 
There are five principle objectives of this research: 
• To identify the business scope of foreign banks in 
Hong Kong by country of incorporation； 
• To evaluate Hong Kong's status as an international ( 
banking centre; 
• To investigate the key success factors contributing to 
this development; 
• To uncover any improvements or deteriorations 
concerning these factors in recent years as perceived 
by the foreign bankers in Hong Kong; and 
• To find out the necessary improvements needed for Hong 
Kong to sustain this position. 
1.4 Framework of the Report 
General background, scope of study and research 
objectives are given in this chapter. The coming chapter 
is a review of the current situation. Also included are 
the recent developments and trends concerning the 
composition of the banking industry in Hong Kong. Chapter 
3 states the methodology of the research and its 
limitations. 
The research findings are presented in chapter 4； The 
first part is a summary of the answers to the mail 
questionnaire. Data are also analyzed by different country 
of incorporation to cater for any cross-country 
differences. Combining the findings from the mail 




includes discussions about several recent business trends 
and opportunities identified in the survey. Interviews 
m 
with some foreign bankers are the major sources of 
information for that section. The main purpose is to 
uncover how these opportunities are perceived by the 
foreign bankers. Chapter 4 is closed with an analysis of 
the interpretations and implications of such results to 
Hong Kong‘s banking industry. 
The last two Chapters concludes the findings by 
evaluating Hong Kong‘s future as an international banking 







HONG KONG AS AN INTERNATIONAL BANKING CENTRE 
2.1 Overview 
The reasons behind the success of Hong Kong as an 
international financial centre had been the subject of 
study for various literature. As banking is an essential 
and inseparable part of the financial system, most of the 
factors also apply to the development of an international 
banking centre. Before going into the discussion of the 
factors, it is better to first define what is meant by a 
financial centre. 
In Chiu‘s word [ 1 9 8 7 ]3, "A financial centre is a 
place with a network of established financial institutions 
and efficient markets, providing a wide range of financial 
services. It facilitates domestic, regional and 
international flows of funds for trade and investment, thus 
promoting growth and financial development of countries in 
the region.“ The features described above fit into the 
case of Hong Kong nicely. 
Another definition is given by Lee and Vertinsky 
[1987]. A financial centre is defined as "a central 
3. Peter Y. W. Chiu, Banking, Trade and Finance, 
1987, pp. 77. 
t 
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location where the financial transactions of an area are 
coordinated and cleared"^. 
2.2 Degree of Internationalization of 
Hong Kong‘s Banking Industry 
The number of authorized financial institutions in 
Hong Kong has increased from 490 in 1985 to 560 in 1990. 
There are 23 more licensed banks than 5 years ago. In 
examining the degree of internationalization of the banking 
industry, one striking fact is that 138 out of these 168 
licensed banks are incorporated outside Hong Kong®. This 
constitutes an overwhelming majority of 82 percent. The 
Japanese, Americans and the PRC are the most important 
players. They all together account for 66 foreign licensed 
banks in Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong has gained its prestige as a world banking 
centre for years. The presence of almost all giants of the 
industry in Hong Kong is the most powerful evidence for 
this comment. According to 1990 figures, 32 out of the 100 
largest banks in the world have operating branches (i.e. as 
licensed banks) in Hong Kong. Only 2 of the top 20 have 
not yet opened a branch here. 
4. Lee and Vertinsky, Strategic Adjustment of 
International Financial Centres (IPCs) in Small Economies: 
A Comparative Study of Hong Kong and Singapore, Journal of 
Business Administration (Canada), Vol. 17, 1987/1988, pp. 
151-172. 
Source: Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner 
7 
Table 1 
Presence of World's Largest 500 Banks in Hong Kong® 
参 
World Licensed Restricted DTCs Rep. 
Ranking Banks Licensed Banks Offices 
86 90 86 90 86 90 86 90 
1-20 19 18 6 9 19 14 0 0 
21-50 27 26 3 3 22 17 2 1 
51-100 27 32 5 4 24 20 10 7 
101-200 14 29 3 2 13 24 29 27 
201-500 13 20 4 6 24 24 36 48 
Others 16 13 2 9 33 30 67 72 
Total 116 138 23 33 135 129 144 155 
Source: Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner 
Apart from the presence of most large banking groups, 
the banking industry of Hong Kong is characterized by the 
importance of offshore banking activities. Offshore 
lending is the motor behind the credit growth in 1990 • 
Transactions denominated in foreign currency has a growth 
rate higher than that of domestic currency. By the end of 
1990, over 80% of the assets of the banking sector were 
denominated in foreign currencies. The amount of offshore 
loans also achieved an increase of 75 percent, bringing the 
overall loan increase to a 41 percent. Japan accounted for 
the bulk of this increase in offshore lending. 
In contrast, the growth‘ of domestic lending slowed in 
1990 as attitudes to lending turned more cautious in face 
of the sluggish economic growth. Loans and deposits 
®. Top 500 banks/banking groups in the world ranked 
by total assets less contra items. Figures are extracted 





denominated in foreign currencies grew faster than those in 
Hong Kong dollars. This phenomenon underlined the further 
m 
development of Hong Kong as an international financial 
centre. 
2.3 Key Success Factors For Hong Kong‘s Development 
As an International Banking Centre 
Various articles have addressed this issue. Chiu 
[1987] and Jao [1979, 1980] are examples that approached 
this issue by analyzing the factors contributing to Hong 
Kong‘s development into a world financial centre. By the 
time of their studies. Hong Kong was the third largest 
financial centre in the world, just after New York and 
London. In sum, the reasons highlighted were mainly the 
essential physical, institutional and infrastructural 
attributes of a financial centre. These included an 
efficient telecommunications system, a pool of legal and 
financial expertise, a simple and low tax system, free 
movement of capital, etc. The strategic location of Hong 
Kong was also a focus of discussion. Not only does Hong 
Kong situate at a time-zone position that enables it to 
supplement the trading activities of New York and London, 
its location also makes it the gateway to China. Though 
Other factors can be duplicated by other Asian cities, like 
Singapore, this advantage is very unique to Hong Kong. 
Chiu [1987] had also pointed out the benefits and 
problems to Hong Kong as an international financial centre. 
Despite the problem of making the Hong Kong economy and 
9 
financial markets very vulnerable to foreign disturbances, 
the author could not deny the benefits of providing 
employment and facilitating economic growth with readily 
available capital financing. 
• 
With the signing the Joint Declaration, the tie 
between Hong Kong and China once again became the focus of 
attention. Jao [1985] further elaborated on the China 
element by appraising Hong Kong‘s future as a financial 
centre in the light of the agreement. Ever since the Open 
Door Policy in PRC, Hong Kong has been an important 
entrepot for China trade. Moreover, Hong Kong also serves 
as the financing centre for investment projects in PRC. Up 
to 1985, over 80% of Shenzhen's investment projects were 
financed by Hong Kong entrepreneurs or Hong Kong-based 
companies'^. This link with China promises opportunities 
for future. On the other side of the coin, however, the 
1997 issue poses a potential jeopardy on Hong Kong‘s 
economic future. Public confidence was severely hurt by 
the June-Fourth Incident in 1989. 
Jao ‘ s article had adopted an analytical and 
qualitative approach to the issue. In a comprehensive 
empirical study of factors influencing the development of 
international banking and financial centre done by Goldberg 
7. Jao, Y. C., Hong Kong's Future As a Financial 
Centre, Three Bank Review, March 1985, pp. 35-52. 
I 
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[Goldberg 1987]®, imports, real GNP per capita, saving 
rates and offshore banking were significantly and 
0 
positively related to the size of the financial centre. 
Another extensive empirical research was done by Lee 
and Vertinsky [1987]. Factors were classified into two 
broad categories. Trade, production and investment 
patterns, generating "derived demand" for financial 
intermediation, were classified as the demand factors. 
Economies of scale and a competitive cost were the focus of 
supply side factors. 
In the survey, the authors had identified 12 most 
important attributes contributing to the success of 
international financial centres as perceived by bankers in 
Hong Kong and Singapore out of a total of 53 
characteristics of IFCs. The attributes were: 
1. Well developed communication links with the rest 
of the world 
2. Organized and efficient domestic communication 
systems 
3. A mature and sound legal system 
4. A pool of expertise in legal services 
5. A pool of expertise in financial services 
6. Well developed transportation with the rest of 
the world 
® . Goldberg, M., R. Helsley, and M. Levi, Factors 
Influencing the Development of International Banking and 
Finance Centres: A Cross National and Historical 
Evaluation, working paper. Faculty of Commerce and Business 
Administration, University of British Columbia, April. 
� 
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7. Favourable taxation policy for non-residents 
8, A history of political stability in the country 
9• Access to opportunities to trade between 
diversified financial instruments 
10. An environment where opportunities to implement 
t 
innovative financial instruments are encouraged 
11. An unambiguous regulatory framework 
12. Existence of a significant number of branches of 
the major international banks 
While Goldberg's study concentrated on demand factors, 
the important factors identified here were on the supply 
side. These factors served as the basis for the empirical 
survey in this丨 research. A questionnaire is designed to 
cater for any changes in this perception of importance. 
Another objective to find out the perceived improvements or 
deteriorations in these factors over the past few years. 
Apart from the academic research, there were comments 
on this issue made by bankers from time to time. Mr. 
Randal Tiu, the Vice President of the Bank of America, made 
such comments in a speech in 1986: 
"Freedom in investment markets, high technology 
‘ communications, and the good quality traders in 
town may not be the only factors leading to the 
success of Hong Kong in the financial markets, 
i 
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but I believe them to be the most fundamental 
ones. 
This comment goes more in line with the analysis by Lee and 
Vertinsky. In sum, infrastructural and institutional 
factors are regarded to be the more important factors 
leading to the growth. 
2.4 Characteristics and Trends of Development 
Of The Foreign Banks In Hong Kong 
Although having an overwhelming majority of 82 
percent, the foreign banks have much less branches than the 
local banks. Statistics shows that the total number of 
branches for the 138 licensed foreign banks was 446 in 
19901°. This was substantially below the 953 branches 
operated by the 30 locally incorporated licensed banks. 
The predominance of the local banks over retail banking can 
be self-explained by this absolute advantage in the number 
of retail outlets. 
Among the numerous foreign institutions, only Standard 
Chartered Bank and some American banks are able to gain a 
foothold in the retail market. However, the success of 
Standard Chartered Bank in the retail market is a result of 
early commitment in the territory as well as its British 
background• Recently, the China bank group has been quite 
successful in penetrating the retail market. Though 
^. Mr. Randal Tiu, Prospect of The Financial Market 
of H.K., Banking and Investment Workshops, 1986. 
Source: Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner 
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deployed from the retail customer base here, many 
international bankers are still attracted into the market 
of Hong Kong. The reason is that making their presence in 
an international financial centre like Hong Kong is part of 
their global strategy. Besides, their clients do business 
here. 
One fact worth noticing is that the re-balancing of 
economic power between Japan and the United States is also 
reflected in the restructuring of banking industry of Hong 
Kong. The number of Japanese banks has grown from 25 to 31 
in the past five years, in contrast to a slight decrease in 
the number of American banks. 
Table 2 
Licensed Banks: Region of Beneficial Ownership 
Region 86 87 88 89 90 
Asia 
Hong Kong 20 19 19 15 15 
China 15 15 15 15 15 
Japan 25 26 28 30 31 
Others 24 26 25 27 27 
Sub-total 84 86 87 87 88 
Europe 
France 8 8 8 8 8 
Germany 8 8 8 9 9 
Switzerland 3 3 3 3 3 
United Kingdom 7 7 7 7 7 
Others 11 14 19 23 25 
Subtotal 37 40 45 50 52 
Middle East 2 2 2 2 2 
North America 
Canada 6 6 6 6 6 
United States 22 21 20 20 20 
Subtotal 28 27 26 26 26 
Grand Total 151 ^ 160 165 168 
Source: Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner 
14 
Another growing force is the China banking Group. 
Although there is little evidence to show how much of its 
growth is related to changing political climate here, the 
China banking group is expanding rather aggressively here. 
This may be explained by the fact that Hong Kong is a 
financing source for economic development in PRC ever since 
its pursue of the open door policy. 
Although both are expanding, the direction is rather 
different for the Japanese and the Chinese banks. The 
China Banking Group is able to penetrate the retail banking 
segment. Both deposits and loans are growing. As for the 
Japanese, the growth in loans offered has been dramatically 
above the growth rate of deposits. This is not surprising 
as the Japanese is right now the biggest creditor in the 
world. They are just looking for attractive opportunities 
to invest with their abundant capital. On the other hand, 
Japanese banks have become a major borrower in the 
interbank market of Hong Kong in order to finance their 
aggressive expansion here. 
Another business trend is that merging has become a 
popular means of business expansion. This may be triggered 
by the need to meet the 8 percent capital-adequacy ratio 
for the weaker banks. Besides, it is extremely costly and 
time-consuming for a bank to expand by self-development. 




Finally, it should be noted that the influence of 
foreign banks is also exercised through holding shares of 
m 
the local banks. For example, Dai-Ichi Kangyo has one-
third of the shares of Chekiang First Bank; Fuji Bank a 





3.1 Literature Review 
A literature search was carried out to increase the 
researcher‘s understanding of the issue under study. 
Various literatures on banking and financial centres were 
reviewed. Information was also gathered from various 
journals and articles. Newspapers and magazines are 
sources for the most updated information and trends of 
development. The literature review also provided a basis 
for preparing the questions in the questionnaire and the 
interviews. Relevant information was also obtained from 
government statistics and annual reports of some government 
departments. 
The literature review served two basic purposes: i) 
enriching the researcher‘s knowledge about the general 
background of the topic; and ii) providing the theoretical 
frameworks in the course of analysis. 
3,2 Questionnaire 
A set of questionnaire was designed to tap some 
information about foreign banks‘ activities in Hong Kong at 
the macro level and the bankers‘ opinion concerning factors 
contributing to the development of Hong Kong as an 
1, 
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international banking centre. The results of the 
questionnaire were also used to improve the questions in 
p 
the personal interviews afterwards. 
3.2.1 Population 
The target population is the 138 licensed bank 
incorporated outside Hong Kong as listed in the Annual 
Report 1990, Banking Commissioner. The local chief 
executives were the target respondents in this survey. 
3.2.2 Sample 
Names and addresses of the local chief executives were 
found- in The Bankers Handbook for Asia 1991. However, only 
113 sets of questionnaires were sent because of incomplete 
or missing address. In addition, the number of licensed 
banks incorporated outside Hong Kong had changed slightly 
in 1991. Since the most updated information in 1991 was 
not yet available at the time of the survey, the list 
provided in the Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner 
was used as the final reference list when confusion arose. 
3.3 Personal Interviews 
Since one of the objectives of this project is to 
evaluate Hong Kong‘s prospects as an international banking 
centre, interview was the best way to gain first-hand 
information about the bankers‘ opinions and attitudes. They 
,are of utmost importance to the survey. A total of four 
interviews were conducted with the general managers or 
other management staff of several foreign banks. As they 
are the senior management staff in the company, it was 
18 
believed that their opinions would reflect their future 
move. List of interviewees are included in the 
p 
bibliography. 
In order to give our survey a focus and also to make 
the research more manageable, all interviewees in the 
survey were European bankers from Germany, France or 
Switzerland. Europe was chosen to be the focus partly 
because it was the largest respondent group and partly 
because it was more representative of the single-branch 
foreign banks in Hong Kong. 
Special issues were highlighted in the interviews. 
Interviewees were asked to comment on one or two important 
factors or trends uncovered in the questionnaire, which 
were most likely to affect their areas of business. The 
purpose of the interviews was, thus, to provide more 
detailed and thorough explanations and elaborations to the 
trends and phenomena found previously in the literature 
review and questionnaire. 
3.4 Limitations 
As mail questionnaire was used in the survey, there 
was no guarantee of the response rate. It turned out that 
29 sets (25%) were returned for analysis. However, the 
response rate is considered as satisfactory when taking the 
small population size into account. Besides, some 
questions are left answered as explanation was not possible 
when there was confusion. 
19 
On the other hand, the focus on European banks in the 
interviews may result in a bias of opinions obtained. They 
may not reflect the attitude of bankers from other 
countries. Besides, cross-country comparisons also become 
impossible. However, this was an inevitable limitation as 
personal interviews were qualitative by nature. 
Information from literature review and questionnaire served 
as a partial remedy to this problem. 
� 
i. 





4.1 Questionnaire Survey 
The composition of the respondents is represented in 
Appendix III. There were all together 29 respondents to 
the questionnaire survey. This chapter provides a summary 
of the major findings in the survey. 
4.1.1 Factors Ranking 
The respondents were asked to rank the importance of 
factors on a 5-point scale. Factors described were mainly 
those identified by Lee and Vertinsky [1987]. Since they 
were mainly supply-side factors, two more variables were 
added to test for any shifts of attitude towards demand-
side factors. 
From the results obtained, the supply-side 
infrasturctural factors are still the most important 
attributes identified. The two demand side variables, 
prosperous economy and proximity to China, rank 6 and 13 




Important Attributes Contributing To 
Hong Kong‘s Development As An 
International Banking Centre 
Attribute Mean Score Rank 
Well developed communication links 1.45 1 
with the rest of the world 
A mature and sound legal system 1-62 2 
A pool of expertise in financial 1.75 3 
services 
Political stability 1-83 4 
Organized and efficient domestic 1.90 5 
communication system 
Well developed transportation with the 2.00 6 
rest of the world 
An unambiguous regulatory framework 2.00 6 
A prosperous economy generating great 2.00 6 
demand for financial services 
Access to opportunities to trade 2.10 9 
between diversified instruments 
An environment encouraging the 2.14 10 
implementation of innovative financial 
instruments 
Existence of a significant number of 2.21 11 
branches of the major international 
banks 
Favourable taxation policy for non- 2.24 12 
residents 
I 




Cross-country differences in factor ranking were also 
being studied. By running regression equations for the 
means scores for the different groups of beneficial 
ownership, it was found that the bankers from different 
countries had similar attitudes concerning factor 
importance. Regressions were done in pairs in order to 
avoid serial correlation among the independent variables. 
Regression results are summarized in Appendix IV. 
In short, banks of different regions of beneficial 
ownership have similar ranking order. The mean scores were 
positively and significantly correlated. However, the 
regression results should be taken with care. They were 
good for reference only. Because of the small sample size 
of specific groups, say China and UK, variations could be 
great. 
The mean scores in Table 3 is also used to regress on 
the mean scores in the Lee and Vertinsky study [1987] • The 
result is as follows: 
MS (92) = .596 +.845 MS (87) 
t-ratio (1.5) (3.38) 
p-value ( .169) (.008) 
56% R2 = 51.1% 
F-ratio = 11.45 p-value = 0.008 
The regression results shows that the mean scores in this 
survey are significantly and positively correlated with the 
mean scores found in 1987 by Lee and Vertinsky. The mean 
scores in 1992 can be explained by the scores in 1987 up to 
51.1 percent adjusted by the degree of freedom. This 
23 
implies that the perception of importance among the foreign 
bankers have more or less remain unchanged for the past 
five years. 
Although the great picture has not changed much, there 
ar合 several changes that are worth noticing. Political 
stability has moved up the scale, indicating increasing 
attention over the issue. The ranking of the availability 
of financial expertise has also gone up a little bit. An 
explanation to such a change can be the increasingly 
sophisticated financial instruments trading in the market. 
More professional training are needed to manage these 
innovations. The great leap in the ranking of regulatory 
framework may be triggered by the scandals in the banking 
and financial sectors in recent years, which has attracted 
public attention. 
On the other hand, the ranking for taxation policy has 
dramatically decreased. This may be a good news to Hong 
Kong, considering the attractive tax incentives offered by 
the Singapore government to overseas bankers. After all, 
the tax of Hong Kong is still comparatively low and the 
system simple despite the absence of such kind of 
incentives. 
4.1.2 Changes in Factors‘ Conditions 
In the survey, most bankers perceived the conditions 
of the above factors unchanged for the past few years. 
However, there were factors that had a higher portion of 
perceived changes than others. Table 4 summarizes the 
24 
findings in this respect. In Table 5, significance of 
these changes are tested using the t-statistic. The null 
m 
hypothesis in the test states that the factor had improved 
or remained unchanged in recent years. The alternative 









Changes in Factors‘ Conditions As 
Perceived By Foreign Bankers 
No. of Banks 
Attributes Improved Unchanged Deteriorated 
I 
Well developed communication 18 9 1 
links with the rest of the 
world 
Organized and efficient 14 14 0 
domestic communication 
system 
A mature and sound legal 3 25 0 
system 
A pool of expertise in 2 20 5 
financial services 
Favourable taxation policy 6 21 1 
for non-residents 
Political stability 4 15 9 
Access to opportunities to 6 21 1 
trade between diversified 
instruments 
An environment encouraging 4 22 2 
the implementation of 
innovative financial 
instruments 
An unambiguous regulatory 3 18 7 
framework 
Existence of a significant 3 18 7 
number of branches of the 
major international banks 
A prosperous economy 14 11 3 
generating great demand for 
financial services 
Proximity to China that 14 12 2 
offers great business 
potential 
^ Notes: n=28 
26 
‘Table 3 
Significance of the Changes in Factors‘ Condition 
Attributes t-statistic P value 
Well developed communication -5.67 1 
links with the rest of the 
world 
Organized and efficient -5.2 1 
domestic communication 
system 
A mature and sound legal -1.8 .96 
system 
A pool of expertise in . 7 .24 
financial services 
Favourable taxation policy -1.99 .97 
for non-residents 
Political stability 1.41 .085 
Access to opportunities to -1.99 .97 
trade between diversified 
instruments 
An environment encouraging -. 81 .79 
the implementation of 
innovative financial 
instruments 
An unambiguous regulatory 1.28 .11 
framework 
Existence of a significant 1.28 .11 
number of branches of the 
major international banks 
A prosperous economy -3.03 1 
generating great demand for 
financial services 
Proximity to China that -3.58 1 





Political stability had the highest percentage of 
negative response. This can be well understood because 
of the 1997 issue. Other factors that had a relatively 
higher percentage of perceived deterioration were 
availability of financial expertise, an unambiguous 
regulatory framework and the existence of a significant 
number of major international banks. 
On the positive side, the communication system was 
perceived by most bankers as having improved. So do the 
demand factors of prosperous economy and China market. 
Looking more accurately to statistical tests, the 
null hypothesis can only be rejected in the case of 
political stability when 90 percent confidence interval 
is used. However, two other factors just barely miss it 
with a p-value of 0.11. They are an unambiguous 
regulatory framework and the existence of major 
international banks. The p-value for the availability of 
financial expertise is also rather low, only 0.24. 
Therefore, these factors should be noticed with care. 
4.1.3 Scope of Business 
Most of the foreign banks fell into the category of 
small or medium banks. Out of the 29 respondents, 12 of 
them have less than 50 employees in the Hong Kong branch. 
Regional differences were present in this respect. The 
large banks almost exclusively belonged to the British 
and China banking groups; while all European banks had 
less than a hundred employees. 
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‘Table 3 
Size of Foreign Banks 
(Measured by number of employees) 
Size Europe US Japan UK China Others Total 
Below 50 7 1 2 0 0 2 12 
51-100 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 
101-150 0 1 2 0 0 I \ 
151-200 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 
Over 200 0 2 0 2 1 1 ° 
Grand Total “ 
Almost all respondents considered corporate banking 
as their major business area. Others included forex 
trading, merchant banking and trade financing. Retail 
banking is an area that most foreign banks refrain 
themselves from active participation. 
Table 7 
Major Business Areas of Foreign Banks 
Areas of Business No. of Banks 
Retail Banking f 
Private Banking 
Corporate Banking f乏 
Merchant Banking 丄g 
Project Financing 二 
Forex Trading 
Financing China Trade � ^ 
Financing Trade with Other Countries 
Serving Clients from Home Country 11 
Others ^ 
Notes: Numbers add up to more than 29 because multiple 
response is allowed for this question. 
Among these business activities, financing China 
trade, corporate banking and project financing were 
% 
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identified as the three greatest business opportunities 
for the coming five to ten years. 
Though market potential is quite a determining 
factor for entering a certain market, the greatest single 
factor that decides where a bank will go for is the 
business scope of its mother company. Almost without 
exception, the Hong Kong branch will do the same kinds of 
business as its parent company, usually at a smaller 
scale. Stick to its knitting was what they are doing. 
Familiarity and availability of expertise are main 
reasons for entering a certain field. 
Take Banque Worms as an example. The strength of 
Banque Worms in France lies in corporate banking, 
treasury and investment banking. Similarly, Banque Worms 
in Hong Kong are now dedicating half of their resources 
in corporate lending, which is mainly trade financing, 
and the other half in treasury. Mr. Tao, the Senior 
Manager for Operations of Banque Worms, added that they 





Business Potential in The Coming 
Fiver To Ten Years 
Business Areas � No. of Banks 
‘ 3 Retail Banking 
Private Banking 3 
Corporate Banking , 
Merchant Banking 
Project Financing ^ 
Forex Trading 
Financing China Trade 丄‘ 
Financing Trade with Other Countries ^ 
Serving Clients from Home Country ° 
Others 
4.1.4 " Plans for Expansion 
After all the comments and opinions, action is the 
last but most powerful evidence in backing Hong Kong's 
prospect as an international banking centre. A question 
was thus targeted to find out any plans of foreign banks 
to expand their operations in Hong Kong. 
Table 9 
Plans for Expansion 
Response No. of Banks 
Banks with expansion plans 
Banks without expansion plans 13 
Over half of the banks in the survey had positive 
response to this question. Plans for expansion were 
already underway for the Hong Kong branches. One of the 
banks that did not have any concrete expansion plan at 
i 
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the time of the survey added that its management had been 
seriously considering the option. 
p 
4,2 Business Opportunities 
Apart from the quantitative analysis in the first 
section, this section is a qualitative discussion over 
the major business potentials for the banking industry of 
Hong Kong. Information are mainly drawn from interviews 
with several European bankers. 
4.2.1 Trade Financing 
When talking about corporate banking, some bankers 
were simultaneously addressing trade financing. It is an 
important battle field for those single-branch foreign 
banks in Hong Kong. Hong Kong is now the second largest 
container port in the world in terms of cargos handled. 
Occupying a strategic position in a region of greatest 
economic growth, trade financing is still a growth 
business in Hong Kong though "the market is highly 
competitive", as described by Mr. Maxwell Yeung of Banque 
Worms• 
Both the giants of the industry, like the Hong Kong 
Bank, and the smaller foreign banks are competing in this 
area. While the large banks are abundant with resources, 
the small banks compete by offering quick and flexible 
services. "Pricing is not a competitive tool,” added Mr. 
Yeung, "we offer our clients tailor-made service, 
flexibility. We are responsive to our customers‘ needs 
and maintain close relationships with them,“ 
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Nevertheless, banks like Westdeutsche Landesbank do not 
see trade financing as their business focus. "We lack 
m 
the extensive overseas branching networks needed for 
trade financing" said Mr. McDonald, the General Manager 
of Westdeutsche Landesbank. ( 
On the other hand, collaboration is an alternative 
to competition. Instead of competing against one 
another, banks, especially the small ones, join together 
into alliance. Both Mr. McDonald of Westdeutsche 
Landesbank and Mr. Tao of Banque Worms saw collaboration 
a better means than competition. Usually, the foreign 
banks compete with one another for clients from their 
home countries. Collaboration is more common when 
dealing with other business. The French banks actually 
have regularly conference meetings, at which business 
referrals are not uncommon• 
Concerning the future outlook for trade financing, 
all interviewees agreed that China is a tempting but 
unsteady market. According to official figures, volume 
of China-related trade has increased dramatically since 





‘ HK$ million 
1980 1984 1988 
Imjports 21,948 55,753 155,634 
Domestic Exports. 1,605 11,283 38,043 
Re-exports to PRC 4,642 28,064 94,895 
Re-exports from PRC 8,394 28,107 131,525 
Source: Annual Digest of Statistics, 1989. 
Hong Kong has been the most important entrepot for 
China trade. Unfamiliar with the economic system and 
troubled by the lack of professional services and 
infrastructural facilities in PRC, foreign investors use 
Hong Kong as the operating base for China trade. These 
activities are financed by financial institutions in Hong 
Kong. The different practice in China, however, is still 
a trouble to the bankers. Some foreign banks refused to 
accept assets in China as mortgage in order to reduce 
risks. Banks sometimes failed to collect their loans. 
Anyway, Mr. Tao said that the situation was improving. 
Meanwhile, Sino-western relationship is still at a 
low point after the June-fourth Incident. China is 
threatened by the constant re-evaluation of its status as 
Most Favoured Nation (MFN). "The short term effects 
would be little. But in the long term, enterprises may 
relocate to other South Asian countries,“ added Mr. Tao, 
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"This, however, will not affect Hong Kong as the 
financing base. The only effect is that there is a 
change in risk elements in our credit analysis•“ 
Union Bank of Switzerland and Banque Worms are two 
foreign banks which are expanding in this market. 
Instead of relying on the customer base of its mother 
company in France, Banque Worms is now actively 
developing its own client base in Hong Kong. It includes 
many U.S. companies apart from their traditional European 
clients. 
4.2.2 Project Financing 
Project financing, once again, gets priority over 
China. The economic development in China involves 
numerous development projects. Many projects get funded 
in Hong Kong. 
To minimize the risk, however, loans are seldom 
directly forwarded to Chinese counterparts. These 
projects usually are joint venture projects. Besides, 
the market has become more difficult for foreign 
banlcsii. For small to medium-si zed syndicated loans, 
the Bank of China has taken the lead, and it is only in 
the bigger club loans that some of the Benelux banks 
might be able to participate. 





Japanese banks are among those that are aggressively 
penetrating the China market. According to information 
in 1985, project financing was the area most heavily 
represented in total China-directed exposure for the 
Japanese banks. The Industrial Bank of Japan, for 
example, was involved in petroleum exploration in Bohai 
Bay and the South China Sea, coal development in Inner 
Mongolia and Shanxi provinces, a new port for Shanghai 
and a petrochemical project in Heilongjiang Province. 
Financing Japanese-Chinese joint venture projects was 
another major involvement of many Japanese banks. 
Unfortunately, the June-fourth Incident incurred a 
serious setbacks for project financing in China. 
According to the Bankers Handbook for Asia 1991, loans to 
China dropped by half after the incident. Although China 
is trying to entice foreign banks to resume lending as 
tension is relaxing, it still takes time for the foreign 
bankers to resume confidence. 
An alternative is offered by the infrastructure 
projects and property-related transactions in Hong Kong. 
On one hand, these projects provide new business 
opportunities for the bankers. On the other hand, these 
long term developments were a vote for confidence in the 
territory. The HK$10.5 billion loan facility arranged 
for Hong Kong International Terminals and Omaha 
Investments was described by the bankers as a confidence 




airport and its supporting infrastructure, domestic 
opportunities are opened to bankers. 
In sum, local opportunities are increasing while it 
takes time to resume confidence in the China market. 
From the results of the mail questionnaire, it is found 
that some banks are expanding their operations in Hong 
Kong as they have got contracts to finance these new 
projects. An American bank had made such response in the 
questionnaire. 
4.2.3 Investment Banking 
"An orchard would be a good description, one which 
is by no means ready to bear fruit, but would be if 
properly tended, weeded, fertilized, and cured.“ , 
described in a survey on investment banking in 1987^^. 
In the same survey, the managing director of Goldman 
Sachs (Asia) commented "I wish it were otherwise, but 
business isn't growing on trees out here or begging 
somebody to do it. “ Business for investment bankers in 
Asia was not quite obvious in the same way it is in 
Europe or America. The problem in Asia is still 
educational. Most of the financial products in American 
are still not offered iir Hong Kong. Enterprises in Hong 
Kong has not yet been sufficiently aware of the tools and 
opportunities that are available. 
12. Business isn't Growing on Trees, Asian Finance, 
October 15, 1987. 
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Competition is by no means moderate. Most of the 
major US investment banking institutions are already 
here, coupled with the 'big commercial banks with major 
investment banking divisions. The European bankers in 
interviews described the American banks as tough 
competitors for their edge in the area of innovation. 
Meanwhile, investment banking business is in some ways 
counter-cyclical. Opportunities are greatest when the 
economies are down. At times when business are doing 
well as now in Asia, every minute people talk to an 
investment banker is one minute away from their 
mainstream activity. 
Not every aspect is negative, however. Awareness is 
improving. Business is actually growing though might not 
be as marvelous as hoped. Regulatory barriers are 
lowering in some financial markets, like Japan and 
Taiwan, offering opportunities for foreign bankers. They 
may ,however, be a threat to Hong Kong, which upholds the 
free market principle from the very beginning. 
Contrary to the other Asian economy. Hong Kong is 
actually tightening its regulatory framework after the 
market crash and the scandal in 1987. Fortunately, it 
was found in the interviews that the bankers took this as 
good news. Proper regulations to a certain extent can 
improve market efficiency and keep it in order. The real 
problem is that whether the government officials are 
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capable enough to legislate the appropriate regulations, 
not those that simply distort market mechanism. 
Despite these inadequacies, banks like Banque Worms 
is planning to enter this market. The company is 
cohducting a feasibility study right now. The management 
sees the movement towards a central clearing system and 
closer supervision as a sign for improvement in market 
structure. 
4.2.4 Private Banking 
Private banking was not found to be a major 
perceived business opportunity by foreign bankers in the 
survey. Nevertheless, it definitely is a growing trend 
for the past few years. The ignorance of it by most 
foreign bankers probably is that their scope of business 
is institutional rather than individual banking, which 
needs the support of branch outlets. Standard Chartered 
Bank is one among those aggressively cultivating this 
emerging market. 
With the rise of individual affluence and the global 
outreach of financial markets, private banking is gaining 
momentum. In places like Hong Kong, political 
uncertainty urges people to diversify their assets and 
wealth in the best way to do so. It is believed that 
servicing the private individual‘s financial needs could 
become as lucrative as corporate banking. Besides, Hong 
Kong becomes the centre of the business because of its 
c free flow of money. 
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Private banking is essentially a personal and 
advisory service with- a strong capability in fund 
management and investment banking. That is why some 
merchant banks are leaving the pure corporate pasture to 
concentrate on private banking alongside with other 
commercial banks. 
Swiss and Americans are two major players in the 
market. American Express declared in 1989 that "Our 
entire goal now is to provide quality financial services 
to successful individuals and their enterprises'^^". 
The focus was the wealthy and successful individual and 
their business. Relationship building is an essential 
part of the business. 
Rivaling the American banks are the Swiss banks. 
They rely on their mystique, reliability and secrecy to 
attract customers. However, the Americans are able to 
offer innovations that promise higher returns. Chase is 
one of the American banks that emphasize innovation plus 
a global reach^^. Competition is thus intensifying. 
Generally speaking, private banks essentially sell 
three things: performance, service and the institution. 
Performance is the safeguarding of assets while producing 
appropriate rate of return. Service is a personal 
13. Amex Bank Discovers a Private Niche, Asian 
Finance, June 15, 1989. 
14. US Technophiles Challenge Swiss Supremacy/ Asian 
Finance, August 15, 1991. 
I-
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element. For the institution, the Swiss banks emphasize 
their unlimited liability while American banks sells 
innovations. 
Two primary problems are confronting the private 
bankers in Hong Kong. First, private banking is 
essentially an imported concept from the West. The 
private clients are still very skeptical and it takes 
great efforts to convince the client of the value of 
paying a fee to have someone look after his affairs. The 
second problem is a lack of trained personnel in the 
field, leading to stiff competition for staff. 
4.3 Interpretations and Implications 
The results indicate that attention is now focused 
on Hong Kong‘s link with China. Political stability was 
highlighted as a very important factor, which was 
considered to have deteriorated in recent years. Despite 
this deterioration, however, China trade was still the 
hope of the future. In one of the interviews, it was 
stated that what was feared was not bad news • They were 
already calculated in the risk analysis. What really 
troubled them was uncertainty. Good Sino-British 
relationship, or relationship between Hong Kong and the 
Chinese government, is still essential to Hong Kong‘s 
economic development. 
Factor analysis shows that the supply factors were 
still considered as more important than demand factors. 
This, however, carries no implications that demand 
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factors are not important. In fact. Hong Kong * s 
development as an interpational banking centre is closely 
linked to its position as one of the world's busiest 
trade port. As one of the world's most important port, 
trading financing is a major business activity for most 
foreign banks in Hong Kong. 
The fact that the Asia-Pacific region has achieved 
the greatest growth rate in economic growth is a main 
reason for many foreign banks to open a branch in Asia. 
However, Hong Kong is definitely not the only location 
for foreign banks to exploit this opportunity. It is the 
deliberate efforts to develop the infrastructural and 
institutional supports that turns Hong Kong into the 
financial centre of this high growth region• 
/ Except for the China and British banking groups, it 
is almost impossible for the foreign banks to compete in 
the retail market. Some American banks have some success 
in penetrating the up-market. Without the widespread 
branching networks of the British and Chinese banks, 
however, their success is confined to this market niche 
only. Thus, few foreign banks look to retail banking as 
a business potential. They would rather consider private 
banking, especially for the Swiss and American banks. 
Results also shows that Hong Kong is still the 
favoured regional headquarter for foreign banks. About 
half of the foreign banks in the survey locate their 
regional headquarters in Hong Kong. There is only one 
i 
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for Singapore. In Japan, there are five, three of which 
are themselves Japanese banks. For the remaining ten 
foreign banks, they report directly to their headquarters 
in their countries of incorporation. Deutsche Bank's 
decision to set up its regional headquarter in Singapore 
I 
may only be a minority case. Nevertheless, such cases 
may be more common as the territory is still haunted by 
political uncertainty. In fact, it was perceived that 
there was decreasing number of branches of major 
international banks in Hong Kong although government 
statistics shows the contrary^®. 
V Apart from the highlighted China issue, the 
perceived deteriorations in several other factors should 
be noticed with care. Improvements are needed to reverse 
the trend of deterioration in order for Hong Kong to 
maintain its position as an international banking centre. 
In the coming chapter, these factors will be addressed 
and analyzed more systematically by using Porter‘s model. 
Trade financing, project financing, and corporate 
banking were identified as promising business potential 
for the coming five to ten years. Union Bank of 
Switzerland is one among those banks that are expanding 
in the area of trade financing and corporate banking. In 
the survey, one of the respondents had expressed its 
intention to expand as it has just got a contract to 
finance the infrastructure projects of the new airport. 
1®. See Table 1 and Table 4 of the Report. 
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Banque Worms is a bank that looks to investment banking 
as an opportunity for expansion. A feasibility study is 
already well underway. ‘ 
As action is more powerful than a thousand words, 
these examples of expansion plans are in fact votes for a 
t 
bright future of Hong Kong as an international banking 
centre. Apart from these individual examples, more 
quantitative evidence are found in the results of the 
questionnaire survey. Fifteen out of twenty-eight 
respondents have expansion plans for their Hong Kong 








‘ HONG KONG'S FUTURE AS AN INTERNATIONAL 
BANKING CENTRE 
Although findings in the previous chapter indicates 
a positive outlook for the future, several issues should 
be noted in order to sustain this status. This chapter 
will discuss these critical issues in turns• 
5.1 The China Issue 
In sum, the China issue is still the single most 
determining factor in deciding Hong Kong's future as an 
international banking centre in the long run. 
Hong Kong has been able to gain an advantage over 
other financial centres in Asia by serving as the 
springboard to China, which is so tempting a market with 
its 1.1 billion population and open door policy. 
However, the inconsistency in its reform policy renders 
Hong Kong into great danger of political and subsequently 
economic uncertainty. Although China from time to time 
emphasizes its support to Hong Kong as a financial 
centre^®, actions worth more than a thousand words. 
1®. China will Support Hong Kong‘s Role As Financial 
� Centre, Asian Finance, June 15, 1986. 
V 
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Though troubled by the issue, most foreign banks are 
not going to give up the business with China. In fact, 
it is an integral part of their global strategy for most 
foreign banks. They have already taken the risks into 
account when designing their global diversification 
strategy. Therefore, they will not leave the territory 
unless the Chinese authority does something really 
irritating and closes its door once again. Therefore, 
the outlook is not so pessimistic as it seems. 
5.2 Competition From Neighboring Economies 
Singapore is undoubtedly aiming at rivaling Hong 
Kong‘s position as the leading Asian banking centre, 
using the ASEAN as its hinterland. The government of 
Singapore vigorously developed innovations in the 
financial markets, like the Asian-Dollar market. At the 
same time, tax incentives were used to attract foreign 
bankers to set up their regional bases there. 
On the other hand, liberalization of financial 
systems in places like Japan and Taiwan forms another 
growing force. Japan, with its huge economic power, 
poses a real threat. For Taiwan, its financial system is 
still at a very immature stage and it still needs a long 
time to internationalize its financial system. 
After some years of competition, the roles for the 
three main financial centres become clearer now. While 
Tokyo assumes a role that is truly international as New 




complementary role at the regional level. The three 
centres co-exist to serve the Asia-Pacific region of high 
economic growth. Besides, the proximity to the huge 
China hinterland is an advantage that cannot be 
duplicated by others. Thus, it is concluded that 
competition from others is not a great problem so long as 
Hong Kong is able to carve out its own niche. 
5.3 Improving Competitiveness 
What is being discussed so far does not suggest that 
Hong Kong should do nothing and be contended with the 
existing situation. Though helpless over the China 
issue. Hong Kong can strengthen its own position by 
improving critical factors of competitiveness. 
The Dynamic Diamond framework of Michael Porter is 
used to analyze the strategic competitiveness of Hong 
Kong as an international banking centre. 
Porter suggested a four-point (i.e. the diamond) 
form to study national competitive advantage: 
• "Factor Condition", or a nations ability to turn the 
basics, say natural resources, education, 
infrastructure, into a specialized advantage. 
• "Demand conditions", or the number and ,most 
important, the sophistication of domestic customers 
for the industry‘s product and service. 
• "Related and supporting industries", or the company a� 
company keeps. An industry striding toward the top 
needs world-class suppliers, and benefits from 
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competition among companies in fields related to its 
down that march with it in lock step. 
• "Company strategy, structure, and rivalry" - the 
conditions governing how a nation's businesses are 
created, organized, and managed, as well as the nature 
1 
of domestic competition. Countries and industries 
committed to achieving long-term advantage are usually 
the ones that succeed. 
Two additional variables, government and chance, have 
an important impact. They are however outside the control 
of the companies. Although success is usually triggered by 
a single factor, competitive advantage based on only one or 
two points of the diamond usually proves unsustainable. 
Therefore, it is important for Hong Kong to improve 
different aspects of the dynamic diamond. 
From Porter‘s study, he drew the conclusion that the 
classical theories about comparative advantage that 
emphasize only natural resources and other cost factors 
lost their validity long ago. In his paradigm, the fiercer 
the competition the better. In Porter's own words, 
"Traditional explanations point to comparative 
advantage - a nation* s ability to export because 
it is blessed with natural or human resources 
that make its costs lower than other countries. 
But the global scoreboard says otherwise The 





exploiting abundance but creating it, not 
enjoying advantage but coping with disadvantage.“ 
This description is especially appealing to Hong Kong, 
which is deprived of rich natural resources. What follows 
is an analysis of Hong Kong‘s banking industry based on 
this model. 
Demand Conditions are found to be satisfactory when 
considering the high economic growth of the Asia-Pacific 
region. Besides, Hong Kong still keeps its position as one 
of the world's largest trade port. 
For the supporting industries, one of the most 
important supporting industries for banking is probably the 
telecommunications industry. With the rapid development in 
telecommunications technology, supporting industry is also 
satisfactory up to this stage. 
Since what is being discussed is the development of an 
international banking centre, not foreign direct investment 
abroad, the fourth point does not fit in perfectly• 
However, non-intervention has been the motto for government 
for years. Although some recent policies are not in line 
with this policy by tightening the regulatory framework, 
free competition is already a characteristic of the Hong 
Kong economy. 
What remains is the factor conditions. Summing up 
from the results of the survey, availability of financial 
expertise is a deteriorating factor. Shortage of qualified 
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private bankers is also limiting the growth of private 
banking. Therefore, improving the human factor is an 
essential part of improving Hong Kong‘s competitiveness. 
Human factor not only means the qualification and 
professional knowledge of the personnel, but also their 
desire to success. As put forward by Michael Porter, the 
crucial element of success is the ability to cope with 
disadvantage and turn them into advantages. Therefore, the 
training should include not only professional training, but 
also offer motivations for achievement. 
Regulatory framework is another deteriorating factor 
discovered. However, it was found in the interviews that 
the bankers were not viewing this in a purely negative 
light. They welcomed regulations that represented maturity 
of the system. Only insensible legislation that solely 






Hong Kong‘s banking industry is highly international. 
Most of the important attributes contributing to its 
success as an international banking centre are found to 
have improved. They are mainly the essential attributes of 
a financial centre like well-developed communication link, 
sound legal system and an efficient transportation system. 
Political stability, availability of financial experts 
and the regulatory framework are the three major 
deteriorating factors identified. Among the three, both 
political stability and availability of financial experts 
occupy very high ranking in the scale of perceived 
importance, the fourth and third most important attributes 
respectively. Therefore, something must be done to reverse 
this trend of deterioration. 
Most of the potential business for foreign bankers are 
closely linked to the economic reform in China, which 
offers great opportunities in areas of trade financing and 
project financing. Therefore, China is indeed the single 
\i most important factor in determining the long run prospect. 
However, the foreign bankers by no means are leaving Hong 
Kong unless some really irritating happens. Chinese policy 
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is critical because what makes the China market attractive 
is not only its huge size, but its open door policy as 
well. There is no need for being too pessimistic. 
Unfortunately, Hong Kong is rather powerless in deciding 
its own fate in this respect. 
、I 
Competition from neighboring economies is not as 
threatening as it seems. Being situated in the Asian-
Pacific region of high economic growth, the existence of 
different financial markets are not mutually exclusive. 
There should be room for different centres to co-exist 
provided that the economic growth in the Asia-Pacific 
region can be sustained. 
Tokyo will be an international financial centre like 
London and New York. Singapore, with the ASEAN countries 
as its hinterland, acts as a regional centre in South Asia. 
Product innovation is a direction strongly encouraged by 
the Singapore government. The development of the Asian 
dollar market is evidence to this move. Hong Kong can 
specialize in its niche of loan syndication and serving as 
the springboard to China. 
However, it is important for Hong Kong to improve its 
competitiveness in order to sustain its position. Since 
political stability is outside its control, regulatory 
framework and availability of expertise are emphasized 
here. But it should be noted that the desire to success is 
at least as important as the qualification of personnel in 
deciding final success. 
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By improving the personnel element and regulatory 
framework, more new business opportunities will be 
available to the foreign bankers. It can enable Hong Kong 
to capture the opportunities in investment banking and 
private banking that are presently somehow overlooked by 
the foreign bankers, partly because of the difficulties 
they encounter here. Apart from personnel training and 
regulations legislating, the government can also help the 
bankers by accelerating the educational process for 
investment banking and private banking among the Hong Kong 
investors and enterprises that are still very skeptical 
towards the services. 
Y In sum, we have to accept the fate that Hong Kong 
cannot decide its own fate on one hand. On the other hand. 
Hong Kong has to take an active role in improving its 
competitiveness and enhancing other business opportunities 
that are less dependent on China, like investment banking 
and private banking. Otherwise, its position cannot be 
sustained even if the China issue is going on positively. 
Up to the time of this survey, it is justifiable to 
uphold an optimistic view over Hong Kong's future as an 
international banking centre. Despite the deteriorating 
political factor, many banks are expanding rather than 
contracting their operating branches in Hong Kong. In 
fact, over half of the respondents in the survey had plans 





THE BANKING SYSTEM OF HONG KONG 
‘ i 
The Three-tier Banking System 
The three-tier banking structure was established in 
I 
the year 1981. The number of deposit-taking companies 
(DTCs) went up dramatically at that time in order to avoid 
compliance with the interest rate agreement. In view of 
this proliferation of DTCs, the government established the 
three-tier banking system to put the DTCs under 
supervision. Financial institutions were classified into 
three tiers: the licensed banks, the restricted licensed 
banks and the DTCs. They were subject to different paid-up 
capital and deposit-taking requirements. 
The statutory minimum paid-up capital requirement was . 
raised in March 1989 and took effect in March 1991 for 
locally incorporated banks. Licensed banks now require 
paid-in capital of HK$150 million and allow the acceptance 
of savings, demand and time deposits. On the lowest tier, 
DTCs require paid-in capital of HK$25 million and can 
accept only time-deposits of no less than HK$100,000 with 
a minimum holding period of three months. Restricted 
licensed banks constitute the middle tier, requiring paid-
in capital of HK$100 million and accepting time deposits of 
at least HK$500,000. 
V. 
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Criteria for Authorization 
License for the establishment of a licensed bank in 
Hong Kong to an overseas applicant under the following 
conditionsi7: 
a) the applicants should satisfy the following criteria 
(i) incorporation in countries the supervisory 
authorities of which exercise effective 
supervision and have no objection to the 
establishment of a branch in Hong Kong; 
(ii) total assets (less contra items) in excess of 
US$14 bn, based on the footings of the whole 
banking group of which the applicant is a member 
I 
(this figure to reviewed annually); 
(iii)availability of some acceptable form of 
reciprocity to Hong Kong banks. 
b) Licenses may also be granted even though criterion a) 
(ii) is not fulfilled if 
(i) the applicant is of undoubted standing; 
(ii) granting a license to the applicant would serve 
Hong Kong‘s interests as a broad based 
international financial centre taking account of 
the representation in Hong Kong by banks from the 
applicant bank‘s country. 
c) A license will be subject to the following conditions 
(i) the bank may maintain offices to which customers 
have access for the purpose of any business. 
Annual Report 1990, Banking Commissioner. 
� 
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including banking business, in only one building. 
In this context the word office includes any 
automated teller machine or similar terminal 
device which provides facilities to customers of 
the bank; and 
(ii) the bank will become a member of the Hong Kong 
Association of Banks and thereafter, in 
accordance with and subject to the provision of 
section 7(1) of the Hong Kong Association of 
Banks Ordinance, remain a member of the 
Association. 
The Government in Council retains the discretion to refuse 





1. What is the country of incorporation of your company? 
[]China [ ] Europe 
[]U.S.A. [ ] Japan 
[]U.K. [ ] Middle East 
[]Others (please specify: ) 
2. Where is the Asian regional headquarter for your company? 
[]Hong Kong [ ] Singapore 
[]Japan [ ] Others 
(please speci fy: ) 
3. What is the number of employees in the Hong Kong Branch of your 
company? 
[]Below 50 [ ] 51-100 
[ ] 1 0 1 - 1 5 0 [ ] 151-200 
[]Over 200 
4. How far do you agree that the following properties are important 
factors contributing to the development of Hong Kong as an 
international banking centre? 
1 = very important 
2 = fairly important 
3 = no opinion 
4 = not very important 
5 = very unimportant 
a) well d e v e l o p e d 1 2 3 4 5 
communication links with 
rest of the world 
b) organized and efficient 1 2 3 4 5 
domestic communication 
system 
c) a mature and sound legal 1 2 3 4 5 
system 
d) a pool of expertise in 1 2 3 4 5 
financial services 
e) well d e v e l o p e d 1 2 3 4 5 
transportation with the 
rest of the world 
% 
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f) favourable taxation 1 2 3 4 5 
policy for non-residents 
g) political stability ， 1 2 3 4 5 
h) access to opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 . 
to trade between 
diversified instruments 





j) an unambiguous regulatory 1 2 3 4 5 
framework 
k) existence of a 1 2 3 4 5 
significant number 
branches of the major 
international banks 
1) a prosperous economy 1 2 3 4 5 
generating great demand 
for financial services 
m) proximity to China that 1 2 3 4 5 
offers great business 
potential 
58 
5. How do find the factors changed when compared to the conditions 
three years ago? 
1 : improved , 
2 = unchanged 
3 = deteriorated 
a) well d e v e l o p e d 1 2 3 
communication links with 
�‘rest of the world 
b) organized and efficient 1 2 3 
domestic communication 
system 
c) a mature and sound legal 1 2 3 
system 
d) a pool of expertise in 1 2 3 
financial services 
e) well d e v e l o p e d 1 2 3 
transportation with the 
rest of the world 
f) favourable taxation 1 2 3 
policy for non-residents 
g) political stability 1 2 3 
h) access to opportunities 1 2 3 
to trade between 
diversified instruments 





j) an unambiguous regulatory 1 2 3 
framework 
k) existence of a 1 2 3 
significant number -
branches of the major 
international banks 
1) a prosperous economy 1 2 3 
generating great demand 
for financial services 
m) proximity to China that 1 2 3 





6. Please rank, in your opinion, the most important three attributes 
for the development of Hong Kong as an international banking 
centre. (You may take the factors outlined in Q4 as reference.) 
1. [ ] (others: ) 
2. [ ] (others: ) 
3. [ ] (others: ： ) 
7.、， What is the major areas of business of your company? 






[]for ex trading 
[]financing China trade 
[]financing trade with other countries 
[]serving clients from home country 
[]others (please specify: ) 
8. What is/are the reason(s) for choosing this/these area(s) 
as the focus of business? (YOU CAN TICK MORE THAN 
ONE) 
[]it is an ignored market niche 
[]it is a fast growing market segment 
[]your company has expertise in that area 
[]that is the area your company most familiar with 
[]others (please specify: ) 
9. Is there any expansion plan for the Hong Kong branch 
underway? 
[]Yes [ ] No 
10. What do you believe to be the greatest business potential 






[]for ex trading 
[]financing China trade 
[]financing trade with other countries 
[]serving clients from home country 




‘ • COMPOSITION OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
• J 
Figure 1 Company Size By 
No. of Employees 
Below 50 
,�i 2 � � 101-150 ^ ^ ^ 
151-200 
Figure 2 Composition BY Country 
Of Incorporation 





REGRESSION RESULTS OF CROSS-COUNTRY CORRELATION 
’ • OF FACTORS, RANKING 
Followings are the regression results concerning factor 
ranking. Mean scores in each group were used in the 
regression. Since 13 factors were used in the analysis, there 
were 13 observations in each regression. 
MS (Europe) = .857655 MS (UK) 
(.086643) 
MS (Europe) = .868831 MS (US) 
(.079936) 
MS (Europe) = 1.063608 MS (Japan) 
(.073274) 
MS (Europe) = 1 • 025641 MS (China) 
(.067224) 
MS (Europe) = .680155 MS (Others) 
(.039466) 
MS (UK) = 1.025641 MS (China) 
(.067442) 
MS(UK) = .896299 MS(US) 
(.130313) 
MS (UK) = 1.063608 MS (Japan) 
(.073274) 
MS (UK) = .680155 MS (Others) 
(.039466) 
MS (China) = .826908 MS(US). 
(.075253) 
MS (China) = .997782 MS (Japan) 
(.084341) 




MS (US) = 1.116A07 MS (Japan) 
(.1263A2) 
MS (US) = .732510 MS (Others) 
(.059323) 




1. MS = Mean score 
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